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.AFETT ASPECTS OF LARGF-SCALE COMBUSTION OF HYDROGEN

F. J ~qes~u~j-, J. J. Ha~glV**, and R, T. Tnom~son=**

‘Lcs Alamos National Laboratory. LOS Alanvos,WI
“-Electrlc Power Research Institute. Palo Alto, CA
=*=E~&~/Enprqy Measurements Inc.. LaS w9ass ‘v

ABSTRACT

2Lcent hydrogen-safety investigations h~ve studlea tne DOSSIDle large-scale effects from
[hefiomera sucn as the a~cumulatiun of comt)ustlble nyclrogen-alr nvl.tur:s In large, confined
volumes. of gartlc~lar ln~rest are safe npthoas for th@ dlSDOSal gf th@ nyflro,]en aria ctv9
pressures which can arfse from fts C!)nffn@d Cimt)ustton. ~onsequ~ntly, teStS of tle confined
Com~~stf~n of nyarng?n-alr mlx~dres were conducted In a 21!30 rn3 vciluv. These tests snow that
Continuous com!justian, 3s the nyclr3qen Is generated, IS a safe mtho!l for Its fllsuosal. It
also has Deen seen that, fo:- nfdroqen concentrations UD to 13 vol%, it IS ~ossl~le to pre~ict
max~mum Wessures Khfit can orcur ,,Eon ignlti9n of Dremlxed fvydrogen.air atmosDneres. In .sflql-

tlon information nas Deen omta’ned concerning tne survivabflitj of tne equfpmenr tnat 1s
needed to recflver fram an “:clL*nt tnv,lvlng nydrogen combustion.
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experience with the confined combustion of hydrogen which has been of particular conce;”n
during the past decade.

HYDROGEN COMBUST:3N

By the deciide of the 1950’s a great deal was known about many o? the combustion properties of
hydrogen which relate to safety. Comblistlbllfty properties had been Investigated and values
for flammability and detonabillty ranges In air and in oxygen were available (Za%etakls, L965;
Drell and Belles, 1957; Coward and Jones, 1952). However, not all of the comhustiblllty
properties were well understood. Although, for the combustion of hydrogen In air, a mlnlmum
total pressure of gas mixture had been observad, there remained the posslblllty that th{s
“minimum” was morf, a property of the size Jf the apparatus used In the trWeSti~atlOn than a
fundamental property of hydrogen combustion in air (Drell and Belles, 1957).

Eve:]nme Importantly, neither was the detonation range understood. Although ths lower end of
the detonablllty ranqe for hydrogen In air had been considered to be about 18 VOIZ hydrogen,
these mixtures can be shown to detonate at hydrogen concentrations as low as 13.8 vol% (Lee
and others, 1982a). This also is undoubtedly an effect of stze of apparatus and quantity of
combustible r,lixture. In addition the {mportant effects of degree of conflnemant and strength
of ignltlon source were recognized, but not understood, Thus an increase In the scale of
hydrogen useage was still to offer new problems.

Ourlng the decade of the 1970’s a probler that began ‘corecetve more attentfon was the under-
standing of the consequences of a large-scale release o)’hydrogen to the etnosphere. The
subsequent dispersion and possible consequences of combustion became the object of a great
deal of speculation. The dfstance thata combustible cloud could trave! was the subjectof
tests performed by the US National Aeronautics and !;paceAdmlnlstratton. These t~sts showed
that rapid, large-scale sptlls of liquid hydrogen result In a br{ef pcrlod of travel of the
hydrogen cloud along the ground af~r which ‘he CIOUd becomes poslt{vely buoyant and begins to
rise at 0.5 to l.O m/s. Prolonged, gentle spflls are more likely to resul: In a more
prolonged travel along the ground before positive buoyancy occurs ~.o cause rls~ng t?: the
cloud. The results of these test were reported at the World tiy.lrogenConference IV In
Pasaden.qIn 1982 (Wltcofskl and Chlrfvell&, 1982).

Another subject, the combustion of +ydrogen tn clfj~e(lvesslls, received renoved attentfon ft,l-
lowlnq the release of hydrogen during a 1OSS-O?-C oolant accident (LOCA) at Lhe Three Mile
Island (TMI) nuclear power reactor {n the USA in March, 1979. During that event a nea”ly
uniform mfxture of hydroqen, air, and water vapor was accldunta’lly Ignited by a random fgli-
tlon source wlthfn the containment bulldlng. The mitture contalr,edbetween 7.3 and /,9 vol%
hydroqeno and the subsequent O.19MPa (28 psid) pressure rtsewas well below the C,52 KPa (75
ps~n) desfgn plessure of the Containment building (:lenrlefindPostma, 1983), Althouqh tnfnor
pressure and thermal damages were encountered within tho bulldlng, the containment shell and
ossontlal Iafety-related equipnmnt (i.e,, that equipment nacessary to terminate and recover
from tho accident) ‘wereunaffected hy the hydrogen burn. Thore*,fter,concern was directed to
strllctural Inteqrlty and the survival of safety-ralateftequlpmant during postulated occidents
more severe than the TM1 event Rnd to co!ltainments hevinq smaller volcmec and lower des{qn
pressur’os than that of TMI. Thus the U’,Nuclear Regulatory Lcmmtsslon was prompted to require
that additional hydroqen control systems lx?InsWl led n tho:e contafnments. As a result,
d{strfbuteft ignition systems utlll~lnq hot wrfac~ Iqnlters have been lnstolled In those US
vlant,so

Tho need to confirm small- and intermediate-scale tqst (:ttaand to better charact@rfze the
morlnsof combustion in such plant$ prompted the US Llectrlc POWI.,-Research lnstlt,ute (LPRI) to
carry out an invo.stiqfit~onon the lfirqe-scale,confined conh’)ust.~ofiof hydrogen-air mixtures.

IM’I’LAGRAIIONVS I)ETONATI[)N

Althouqh pressures arts+nq frol,lth~ confined, ds!flaqrntlvticoml)u~tlonof hydroqen ~11a{r can

lm Inrqa, th~w! prassure tncrealeu mro calculable and also lm{ted at low hydromn porcent-
Il(J@n* For hydrogon-atr ‘ieflagrot{ons n pressuro multlpl{cmttm of up to a factor of about
a{qht cnn IM exp@cta4, based on adlabatfc, I$ochorfc, complete combustion (AICC) calculations
for hydroqon-air mfxturns startlnq fitroc~mtamp~ratur~. At higher fn~t{al temperatures the
nnxlmum pressur@ ratio Is less, and tho prpsofice of stinm also decreases the pressure ratio.
The AICC calculiitfon provfdo$ fin upp~r Ifmit to tha pr~s$ure that could be real~zu.1wfth a

deflaqratlon, At sufficiently Iefinmixturo rnndittons (lQs# than N vol$ hylroqen) combustion



becomes more incomplete and the resulting overpressures lle substantially below the AICC
va1ue,,

Under some circumstances combustion can transit from deflagration to detonation in which the
flame propagates at supfirsonic velocity relative t~ the unburned gas, and shock waves are
produced. Under thete conditions much higher pressures can be experienced. In the cast of
detonation, pressure multiplications of greater than 20 have been observed (Edeskuty, Olinger
and Courtwright, 1981). Factors that affect the possibility of this transition include
hydrogen concentration, degree of confinement, the presence of obstacles or conditions that
can promote turbulence, and strength of ignition source. Spill tests of liquid hydrogen did
not result in detonation upon open air combustion (Chelton, 1964). However one experiment at
the US Nuclear Rocket Development Station gave some evidence cf a hydrogen combustioriveloclty
of 100 meters per second which is faster than deflagration velocities but slower than t~ose
for detonation. This experiment involved the combustion of about one metric ton of hydrogen
in the open ati~?sDhere (Reider, Otway and Knight, 1965). Unfortunately the velocity data from
this test came only from a short piece of motion picture film which is no longer available.

Further investigation of the direct initiation of gaseous detonations ha: resulted in the con-
cept of a detonation cell size which is a function of the combustible gas concentration [Lee
and others, (1982a)l. For hydrogen this cell size reazhes a minimum zt the stoichiometric
condition (29.6%) and rapid”ly increases as the hydrogen concentration departs from
stoichiomtric. In addition there is a critical ignition energy for detonation which also
reaches a minimum at stoichiometric conditions and rapidly increases as the mixture composi-
tion departs from stoichiometric (see Fig. L). Recent work indicates that the presence of
steam decreases detonability, but a higher initial temperature enhances detonability (Berman,
1985). For propagation of an unconfined detonation a mixture diameter of at least 6.5 times
the cell dimension has been suggestid (Lee and others, 1982b). However, it is possible for
hydrogen combustion to bogiilwith a smaller ignition energy as a deflagration and subsequently
undergo a transition to a detonation. Thus any additional data about the flame velocities f~r
large volume hydrogen combustion is of great interest.
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THE EPRI TESTS

The nigh temperatures experienced during a degraded core accident (e.g., TMI) can generate a
large quantity of hydrogen by the exothermic reaction of the zirconium alloy fuel element
cladding with steam. Following fts release from the primary cooling system the resulting
hydrogen can forma combustible?mixture with the air in the containment building and can sub-
sequently be ignited. Various small-scale experiments had indicated that deliberate ignition
by means of hot-surface Igniters would be a reliable and effective means.of controlling
hydrogen released during such accidents. Therefore EPRI supplemented its earlier, small-
scale, confined-combustion tests by designing and carrying out a series of experinwnts ~~i?hfn
a two-million-liter spherical Dewar that was formerly used to store liquid hydrogen. “iilesc
tests were designed to investigate large-scale, confined combustion; to investigate furths!’
the continuous ignition of hydrogen as it was being released; to investigate msximum pressure
increases; to investigate the velocity of combustion wave propagationthroughoutthe 9as
mixture; and to study the operability and therml response of safety-re-ated equipment during
hydi”ogenburns (Thompson, 1984).

Test Program

The test program was conducted in two phases: phase 1, to study hydrogen combustion and con-
trol phenonwm, and phase 2, to study equipment operability and thermal response. Both phases
began with “premixed” combustion tests in which various hydrogen-air-steam atmospheres were
well mixed prior to activation of an igniter, These tests simu’!atedthe type of accident that
occurred at TMI.

In addition, continuous injection tests were conducted in which hydrogen, or hydrogen-steam
mixtures were injected into nn afr-steam atmosphere for extended periods (nominally 20
minutes) with from one to five pre-activated igniters. These tests simulated postulated
degraded core reactor accidents and examined the effectiveness of deliberate ignition methods
for hydrogen control.

Twenty-four premixed combusti~n tests were performed with nominal hydrogen concentrations
ranging fro,,l5 to 13 vol% and water vapor concentrations ral;ging from 4 to 40 vol%. Mater
saturat~d co~ditions ~x{stedobt the beginning of each test, with initial temperatures ranging
from 30C (86 F) to 83 C (182 F). Prior to combustion, water sprays were used to equilibrate
thermally the vessel ~all and internal atmosphere at the desired initial conditions, an] to
produce a well-mixed atmosphere of hydrogen, air, and water vapor. A br~ad range uf te?t
parameters was employed to f?xamine basic phenomena, and some of the conditions previously
utilized in small. and intermediflbs-scaleexperiments were repeated to improve knowledge of
scaling consid~rations. Water sprays or fans were u“!d in nine of these tests to study th~
effects or turbulence during combustion. Igniter locations at the bottom, center, top, and
almng ttreequator wall were also lnves*igar.ed,

A strong emphasis was placed on testing hydrogen-lean mixtures because the combustion behavior
is more difficult to predict whefi hydrogen corrcentratlons are less than about 8 voll.
Oelfberate Ign{tion systems relv upon the effective burning Of such low concentrations.
However, high?r hydrogen concentrations were us~d In phase 2 to provide nwrs severe tests of
the safety-related equipment.

Eiqhteen continuous injection t?sts wefe conducted; three of these were designated as
equipment response tests. in al! cases they beg~n by preconditioning the vessel with an ap-
propriate steam rel?ase to represent the blowd~wn of the reactor coolant system during a
degraded cor? accfdent and to bring the vessel to the desired temperature and hurnid{ty.
Saturated conditions prevailed at the beqinnlng of each test, with 53, 71, and 83”C cor-
responding to 15, 20, and 40 VOI% wattirvapol’, These are typical conditions calculated for
dt?qraded core accidents. !Iydro(lell and usually iteam were then injected Into the vessel at a
constint rate aftar the igniter~ were activated. Hydrogen ilow rates ran~ed from 0.4 to 3.2
kg/rein (1 to ‘7 lb/rein) and steam flow rates ranged fromO to 80 kg/rein (0 to 180 lb/rein).
After the initial objective of the test was met, the flow of either hydrogen or stiam was, in
some ca!es, varied during the course of a test to examine mas$ flow effectt or to maximize the
!nformathr qain(e.g., to study flame blow-out). The injectton period was usually continued
until the rama{ning oxygen ha,! le!.s than the mfrrimum required to support combustion.
Diameters of t?e hydrogen source ranged from 1 to 0.04 meters, find the active igniters were
usually located ne~r the top of the vessel or on the wall at the equator. The selection of
spncific continuous injoctfon test parameters was affected by evolving irformatlon even more



than was the case during th? premixed tests. Flame visullizatlon capability provided by video
cameras afforded a more com~lete understanding of the cfmustion phenomena dur<ng these tests.

One
(Nl
sel
dfa
the
Sul
Coil
kPa

~ Description

of the large, liquid hydrogen Dewars at “-heUS Department of Energy’s Nevada Test Site
“S) (Fig. 2) offered an ideal chamber for the hydrogen combustion tests. Th& pressure ves-
(inner shell) is made of 304 stainless steel 19mm- (0.75 in-) thick and has an i,iside

~meter of 16 m (52 ft). Its volume is 2100 m? (74,000 ft3). The one meter arnulus between
pressure vessel and the vacuum jacket (inner and outer shells) contains perlite powder in-

Iation which, although previously evacuated, was vented to the atmosphere during the
lbustion tests. With the annulus vented the internal design pressure of the vessel Is 600
I (87 psig).

rig. 2* The Iiouid hydrogefiDewar at tho Nevada Test $lte.



Entrance to the ;nterior of the vessel was tt?rougha 0.6 m- (24 in-) manway located at the to
of the vessel. Primary if?ternal structures included two vertical instrument rakes (witi
ladders), one located on the vessel vertical axis and the other approximately 6 m (20 ft) off
axis.

A scaffolding structure .snda platform were constructed within the Oewar for mounting in-
strumentation, mechanical systems, and safety-related test equipment. The platform was
supported by the IXO vertical rakes, about 0.6 m (2 ft) above the vessel center-

Mechanical systems were added to provide the appropriate steam, hydrogen. and water spr~y en-
vironments (Fig. 3), Within the vessel these systems included, a heated/cooled water pray
system (16 nozzles with 0.015 m3/s- (240 gal/inin-)total capacity), mixing fans [eactt‘:ltha
capacity of 2.4 m3/s (’;900cfm)l, and a hydrogen and steam injection system. outside ~~e ves-
sel there were a boiler to generate ?.1 kg/s (17,000 lb/h) steam at 1.0 MPa (150 psi); a
manifold for the introduction ~f hydrogen gas at flow rates of O.n:b to 0.053 kgls (1 to 7
lb/rein); a hydrogen-steam mixing chamber; and an air compressor with a rating of 0.28 m3/s
(600 cfm). The compressed air system supplied air to drive the mix?ng fans tnd to drive the
primary-spray pump motors as well as supplylng air directly to the vessel interior for air
concentration adjustments Post-test purging and refilling were accomplished in less than 3
hours by superheating the gas volume with steam and then cooling with the sprays to draw air
into the vessel. Hydrogen was supplied from gas cylinders mounted in a tube trailer. After
mixing with steam in the mixing chamber the hydrogen-steam mixture entered the vessel through
a nozzle approximately 2 m (7 ft) above the bottom as either a diffuse or a jet source aimed
vertically upward.

Figure 4 shows the locations of the 6 General Motors (GM) glow plug and 6 Tayco coil igniters
in the ~essel. Igfiiters were install~d on the central, vertical axi$ for basic combustion
studies and near W walls to simulate power plant situations. Three igniters of each t}’pe
were ~ttiched to tt!ocrmtral rake at various ele~ations. The 6 wall mounted igniters included
three GM units eqda,ly sFaced around the equator and three Tayco units equally spaced at. the
13 m elevation. Both types of igniter are in current use in reactor containme,ltbuildings.
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Fig. 4. Igniter locations.

The test ve,;sel was heavily instrumented for monitoring the combustion environment. Pressure
was measured by five tra~lsducersincluding three capacitance tyoe transducers and two bonded
strain gauge transducers. The pressure monitoring ranges were from O to 345 kPa (O to 50
psia) to O to 1380 kPa (O to 200 psla). Four of the transducers had response times of 1 ms,
the ;Ifth had a response time of 50 ms.

Twenty-three thermocouples wei’einstalled In the vessel to measure gas temperature and vessel
wall temperature. Eight of these were for fast response gas t&mperature measurements during
tests, and seven others wtre for slower response gas temperature measurements during mtxfng
and equilibrium conditions as well as during continuous Injection tests. In addition eight
thermocouples were spot welded to the test vessel wall to measure temperature rise, and thus
heat content of the test vessel and to prevent overheatlfig cf the test vessel durfng con-
tinuous injection tests.

A variety of heat flux measuring devices were tnclude+_l.Total ho.tt flux and radiative thin
film gauges and slug calorimeters, developed at the Sandta National Laboratorl@s (SNL), were
In$talled at the top of the vessel, Nine Medtherm heat flux gauges were also used with one
pair (one total heat flux and one radiative) mounted at the top of the vessel, and seven
gauges (5 total heat flux and 2 radiative) installed at three locatlons on the equipment
platform. Total heat flux gauges had a range of O to 23 W/cmz (O to 20 fltu/ft2-s);rad{ative
gauges using sapphire wfndows had a range of O to 11 H/cmz (O to 10 8tu/ft2-s), A hollow
aluminum cube calorimeter and a flat, brass plate calorimeter, which were both developed at
SNL, were mounted on the equipment platform, above the hydrogen injectfon point, However,
heat flux data collection was impaired by numerous callbrdtfon problems and ~nstrument
failures dur!ng testing.

A gas sampling system was provided to measure dry hydrogen and oxygen concentrations at sfx
sample locatlons {n the test vessel. For premixed tests SIX locattons were sampled after
ffllfng the vessel and mfxtng wlt!~fans and sprays to assur~ that a uniform composition was
present. For sevaral of the premixed tests continuous sampllng at three locatlons was con-
ducted dur’;ng hydrogen Inject{on to acquire mlxlng data in the large test voluw. During
continuous Injection tests on-lfne samplfng h.s maintained throughout the test sequence to
provide eddltlonal qas mixing data in the pr~sence of combustion.



An important feature of the combustion testing was flame visualization by m?ans of special
video cameras which could see into the near infra-red where weak water vapor emission bands
occur. The cameras also had high gain capability to detect weak emissions. Pairs of video
cameras were placed at two locations on the vessel equator approximately 100° apart. Each
pair consisted of one camera aimed upward and one downward so that their views overlapped near
the mid-elevation of the vessel. Azimuthally, all four cameras were aimed at the vertical
line through the hydrogen-steam in.jec$ionpoint. All cameras were equipped with wide-angle
lenses, iving view; of approximately 60 vertically and 100° horiz~ntall,. Each camera was

?housed n a protective enclosure designed and built especially for this application. Video
r!ispla~land recording capability was provided by four black-and-white monitors and by four
video cassette recorders located in the control ;“oom.

A variety of safety-related equipment, typical of that used in reactor containment buildings,
was installed on the equipment platform, The baseline equipment comprised 20 items including
differential and gauge pressure transmitters, a motbr operated gate valve assembly, limit
switches, solenoid valves, igniters, a fan motor, electrical penetration assemblies, and
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs). t40stof these items were in place in the test vessel
for all of the equip~nt response t@sts. Severs.1 were replaced by spare units after exposure
in several tests. All tist items were monitored for operability before, during, and after the
hydrogen burn. Additional thermocouples were also installed at or near the critical Internal
component in most of the equipment items.

In addition to the above mentioned test items, 25 types of power and instrumentation cables,
typical of those used in many US reactor containment buildings, were included in the equipment
response tests. From one to three passive (not energized) specimens of each t~’pewere tested
- a total of 56 spec;men:. Each cable specimen was exposed *J hydrogen burns n from one to
eleven experiments. All samples were suspended from the scaffolding at approximately the
height of the equipmnt platform.

A large trailer was outfitted to serve as a control room and for hcusing the local data ac-
quisition and control equipment. The control room also contained a “mimic panel” layout of
the facility using lights to display the status of the system. The computer based data ac-
quisition and control system provided 48 control functions for the facility, 10 additional
control functions fcr the equipment response testing sequence, one analog control function,
128 analog measurement channels, and 64 binary status sensing channels. Peripheral devices
included a video display terminal, a 180-character per second printer, tio disk devices, a
graphics terminal with a hard copy attachment, and 1 9-track tape device.

Test Results

The experimental pressure ratios that were measured dl’ring quiescent, bottom ignition,
premixed combustion tests are shown as a function of initial hydroqen concentration in Fig. 5.
Data are presented for nominal steam concentrations of 5, 30, and 40 vol% steam (saturated).
Initial pressures ranged from 90.3 kPa (13.1 psia) to 107.5 kPa (15.6 psia). Also shown are
the AICC ratios for 5 and 30 vol% steam at nominal test conditions (pressure and temperature).
The NTS data exhibit a continuous increase in pressure ratio with increasing hydrogen
concentration. The departures from AICC values are most pronounced at lean mixture condition
where the combustion is more incomplete. Tne effect of steam NY be seen in a qualitative
sense by comparing the measured pressure ratios at 8 vol%. The added steam decreased the
burn;ng velocity and thereby Increased the time to achieve peak pressure. “(helonger burn
time and concurrent heat transfer to solid surfaces resulted in lower pressure ratios. Burn
fractions for the bottom ignition tests shown in Fig. 5 increased nearly linearly from 0.31 to
0.70 for hydrogen concentrations in the range of 5 to 7 vol% whereas burns at or above 8 vol%
went to 100% completion.

In the quiescent, premixed ignition tests with hydrogen concentrations less than 8 vol% a
buoyant fireball was observed to vise upward from the igniter. The buoyant rise of the hot
gas plume augmented the flame speed and caused the flame to accelerate essentially only in the
upward direction. Little lateral growth occurred during the initial period following
ignition. Once the fireball reached the top of the vessel, the flame front then swept
downward along thg vessel WR1l with final burning occurring in the bottom region Oc the tist
vessel, As the hydrogen concentration wiIs increased from 8 tc 13 voll the initial flame
propagation tended to become more spherical. Penk transient gas &?II)perdtUreS followed the
same general trends exhibited by the nressu la~.
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Durin$ the test at 12.9 vol% hydrogen saturated with 30 vol% steam, a peak temperature of
1195’C (2183’)F) was measured. In a similar test at 13.2 vol% hydrogen with fans and water
sprays operating, turbulence enhanced the volumetric burning rate, augmented the flame surface
area, and decreased the burning time to peak Pressure. Although a slightly higher ratio of
peak pressure to initial pressure (4.30) can be calculated (AICC) for the 13.2 volt burn conl-
pared to 4.22 for the 12.9 vol% burn, the actual ratios of measured pressures were the same at
3.8 within experimental error.

The possibility of an increasing flame velocity is also important because large increases
could he an indication of a tendency toward detonation. Because of the large combustion
volume of the Dewar these tests offer the opportunity to look for fl~me acceleration.
Although the analysis of the data is not yet complete, the results analyzed to date do lot
show any flame acceleration greater than that which would be expected due to nor~l buoyancy
effects. Preliminary estimates indicate that maximlJmu~ward flame velocity did not exceed -12
m/s during the quf@sc@nt ~sts.

Combustion behavior during the continuous injection tests was more complicated. After initial
light-off at the igniter, a localized (i.e., detached) combustion zone generally would be es-
tablished above the hydrogen ‘;ource. In most instances the flame ultimately flashed back to
the source ~nd established a standing diffusion flame several meters tall. rigur@ 6 sum-
marizes the data for three typical continuous injection tests. Flew ratis were nominally the
same in each case [1.8 kg/rein (4 lb/mfn) hydrog@n and 27 kg/mill (60 lb/mfn)s~aml. DuriW
these tests a SIIMIIinitial pressure rise could be seen to be caused only by the injection of
the hydrogen and steam into the vessel. Upon ignition, high !n the test vessel, a larger
(although SI-,1 gradual) pressure rfs@ followed. ~.om~ustfoncea$ed (i.@*t shortly after ‘h@
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Fig. 6. Pressure-tlN~ history for continuous injection tests.

time of peak pressure) when the mixture tecame !Ilert. In swne instances an additional pres-
sure increase was due to continued injection of hydrogen and steam. The combustion behavior
during each test was dependent upon igniter location, hydrogen aridsteam mass flow rates, and
injection nozzle diameter. For example, with the two larger diameter sources referred Lo in
Fig. 6 standing flames resulted while for the snsillestsource global, wispy burning was ob-
served. Overall, the phenomena observed during the NTS continuous Injection tests were
different from those encountered in smaller ,cal(?tests (Torok and others, 1983) where inter-
mittent deflagrations occurred.

A total of twenty safety-related equipmt]t items (Ilsted previously) was exposed to twelve
premixed and three continuous injectlun tests;
in each test.

operability and thermal response were measured
Oparabillty (e.g., mecha,~icalmotion, generation of a signal, or maintenance of

pressure) was checked before, during, and after each experiment. Most equipment items
operated successfully in hydrogen burns o? up to 13 vol%. Three types of pressure transmit-
ters exhlblted degraded performance (output signal drift greater than 10% of full scale range)
after exposure to a number of burns. The 56 pa~~ive specimens of power and instrumentation
cables were exposed to hydrogen burns in t’rorlone to eleven experiments including those at 13
vol% hydrGgen. Charring and cracking of the jackets were observed. Upon removal from the
test vessel, the electrical performance of the cable specimens was vecifled by an Independent
laboratory. During those tests, the cables were submerged in water and, with the ends dry and
out of the water, each conductor of eacl,cablu was subjected to the following tests: an AC
voltage withstand test at rated voltage, an insulation resistance test at 500 volts (or 300
volts as applicable), and a DC voltage wlthstind test at th’ee times rated voltage. All but
two cable ‘ypes passed these electrical tests. One failure das judged to be caused by a ran-
dom defect due to manufacture or handling and the other by the non-prototypical installatlof,
in the test vessel (the specimens were constrict.odwhere they had been tied to the scaffolding
in the test vessel). The electrical penetration:;also contained cable specimens; al} were ex-
posed to a total of 17 hydrogen burns. After rerlovalfrom the +mst vessel, apptoxlmately 75%
passed their post test electrical checks (Achenb/,ch,Miller, and Srlnlvas, 1985).

A CONFINED-COMBUSTION ACCIDENT WIT}IA HYOROGEN-OXYGEN MIXTURE

Overall, the history of hydrogen handling .an be characterized as one with on excellent safety
record. This is, no doubt, largely due to the proper safety considerations taken at the ap-
propriate facilities in the form of safety committees, s::fety Investigations, operating
procedures anrlguldellnes, operator training, and the strict adherence to (established rules
ani r~gulations. Unfortunately, those accld?rlts which have occurred were frequently of a



spectacular nature, and, at least. III the case of the Hlndenburg dirigible, have suffered at
the hands of sensationalism.

The following example illustrates that departure from proper procedures can lead to dramatic
results. A few years ago an accide t occurred ar the Los Alamos Nitional Laboratory which
demonstrated the capability of h:drogen-ox,yg=n deflagrations to transit to a detonation
(Edeskuty, 1981). 8ecause of a profedure violation both a hydrogen tube trailer and oxygen
tube trailer were connected to a cmnon manifold. An improper purging procedure then led to
flow of oxygen gas into a partially filled hydrogen cylinder followed by an ignition in the
external piping system. A combustion fror.tthen traveled back ‘r,tothe hydrogen tube where
after traveling a meter or so the de:lagration transited to a detonation that runtured the
tube. The pressure of a deflagratim would not have been adequate alone to r!ipturethe tube.
The initial pressure at the start of the hydrogen combustion waz about4 MPi? (600 psi). For a
stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen a!d oxygen, a pressure ratio of about :3 could be expected.
Thus the maximum pressure that could have been produced in the tube by a deflagration would
have been a50ut 52 MPa (7800 psi). ?his must be compared with the fact that the tube had pre-
viously been hydrostatically pressur! tested to 90 MPa (13,000 psi). At the time of the
ignition it was estimated that th? composition of the gas in the cylinder was about42 vol%
hydrogen with the remainder being oxylen. Although not sto!chiometric this mixture is well
within the detonable range, which IS even wider for hydrogen-oxygen mixtures than the cor-
responding range for hydrogen-air mix’ures. Figure 7 is a photograph of the recovered pieces
of the cylinder, one of which weigled about 20 kg and had been thrown about 425 m (1400 ft)
from the explosion site.

The close approach to a stoichiomeric mixture and high degree of confinement was, in this
case, sufficient to permit a transition to detonation. That the maximum pressure reached was
well over that which would result frol a deflagration can be seen from the folding out of the
far end of the vessel (like the petsls of a flower) seen at the left side of Fig. 7. With the
reflection of the shock wave at that Ioint a pressure ratio of oyer 40 times Initial prf.ssure
would have been possible.

Fig. 7. Exploded view of ruptured Iydrogen cylinder. (Or’

CONCLUSION

H\vdroaen safetv is and continues to be o utmost immrtancc, ~
o; dev;loD. a continued attention to saf !t~ is ~!s’o reauirad.

nal ?ength was 6.4 m.)

uses and applications chango
The safety of the ooneral

public as’well as those working in the vi lriityof Ilydrog&nIs of utmost Importance. in addi-
tional consideration is thata careless a.cfdent can also prevent, or at least delay, tho
development of new applications of hydrog(n that cculd play en important role in the future.

The work hwe and other ongoing research arc qivinq {ncroasod understanding of the comhust.lou
effects of hydrogan, Although the intarmetation of the datn ol]tainedduvfng thn ~PRI tests
is continuing, it has been shown that deli~erat] Ignition of r~leased hydr)gen can be a safe
and reliable method for tk control of h drogon accumulation tn a confineo volume. In addf-
tion the survivability of important safety related equipment that can L, uhpused IN hydrogen
combustion environments has been demonst,a ed.
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